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Abstract: Research on Interactive Robot Learning has yielded several modalities
for querying a human for training data, including demonstrations, preferences, and
corrections. While prior work in this space has focused on optimizing the robot’s
queries within each interaction type, there has been little work on optimizing over
the selection of the interaction type itself. We present INQUIRE, the first algo-
rithm to implement and optimize over a generalized representation of information
gain across multiple interaction types. Our evaluations show that INQUIRE can
dynamically optimize its interaction type (and respective optimal query) based on
its current learning status and the robot’s state in the world, resulting in more ro-
bust performance across tasks in comparison to state-of-the-art baseline methods.
Additionally, INQUIRE allows for customizable cost metrics to bias its selection
of interaction types, enabling this algorithm to be tailored to a robot’s particular
deployment domain and formulate cost-aware, informative queries.

Keywords: Active Learning, Learning from Demonstration, Human-Robot Inter-
action

1 Introduction

As we envision robots that adapt to novel tasks and environments after deployment, it is important to
consider how they can efficiently obtain training data to address this novelty. Research in Interactive
Robot Learning has yielded many effective methods for obtaining this training data via interaction
between a robot and a human teacher. In a demonstration, the teacher provides the trajectory that
the robot should take starting from a particular state [1, 2]. In a preference query, the teacher selects
one trajectory from a set of candidates proposed by the robot [3, 4]. In response to a single trajectory
proposed by the robot, the teacher can provide a correction [5, 6] or simply a binary reward [7].

These interaction types differ according to how the robot queries the teacher, how the teacher is
constrained in providing feedback, how the robot should interpret the teacher’s feedback as training
data, and the physical and cognitive load imposed on the teacher [8]. Prior work in Active Learning
has investigated how to formulate informative queries by maximizing the expected information gain
resulting from the teacher’s feedback. However, barring a few exceptions ([9, 10, 11]), prior work
typically assumes that the robot uses a single interaction type for all queries. We expect that the op-
timal interaction type depends on the robot’s task knowledge (which changes over time), the robot’s
query state (i.e., the state from which it queries the teacher), and domain-specific considerations
(e.g., the time or effort it takes a teacher to respond to queries) [12].

Our work is motivated by this question: How can a robot optimize both the type and content of
its queries to a human teacher based on the information it needs at any given moment? We intro-
duce INQUIRE: a robot learning system that performs this optimization by representing multiple
interaction types in a single unified framework, enabling the robot to directly estimate and com-
pare the expected information gain of its queries across multiple interaction types. We evaluated
INQUIRE against two state-of-the-art interactive learning methods that use a single or fixed pattern
of interaction types. We analyzed the effect of domain on INQUIRE’s performance and selection
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of interaction types over time by simulating four domains with unique reward-learning problems.
We found that INQUIRE learned reward functions that were more accurate and resulted in better
task performance than either baseline, with particular strength in accommodating low-information
query states (i.e., repeated states in which the robot has already received feedback). Furthermore, we
demonstrate how INQUIRE can incorporate cost metrics (representing physical or cognitive load on
the teacher), optimizing queries over both the informativeness and ease of the teacher’s responses.

2 Related Works

Learning from Demonstration involves interpreting human feedback as training data using methods
such as imitation learning [1] or inverse reinforcement learning [2]. However, there are many other
forms that human feedback can take, including preferences [3, 4], labels [13], and corrections [6, 5].
These approaches optimize queries within a single interaction type, typically by maximizing volume
removal [14] or information gain resulting from the teacher’s response to the query [3]. Other
approaches such as min-max regret optimization have also been explored [15]. Prior work has also
investigated the use of fixed strategies for selecting interaction types; for example, requesting a fixed
number of demonstrations before requesting preferences for the remaining queries [9, 16]. [11]
incorporates more interaction types (demonstrations, labels, and feature queries) and contributes
both rule-based and decision-theoretic strategies for query selection. Other methods for learning
from multiple feedback types include combining preferences with ordinal labels [17], and using
both demonstrations and rankings [18]. Furthermore, [19] presents a software library for combining
different preference feedback types and demonstrations.

Several attempts have been made to impose a unifying and consistent framework across multiple
interaction types. [20] describes interactions in terms of the explicit and implicit information they
convey; [8] surveys how different interaction types affect a teacher’s ability to provide informa-
tive feedback. Our work similarly contributes a perspective on the unifying and differentiating
features of interaction types: we propose a generalized framework for computing information gain
across multiple interaction types. We focus on four interaction types corresponding to the archetypes
(Showing, Categorizing, Sorting, and Evaluating) identified in [12], and empirically show the effects
of dynamically selecting interaction types in robot learning.

3 Approach

We define a query as a set of possible choices presented to the teacher, and feedback as the teacher’s
selected choice in response to a query. Our goal is to enable a robot to (1) efficiently query a teacher
using multiple interaction types, and (2) learn from feedback obtained via these interactions. We
ground this goal in the problem of learning a distribution W over feature weight vectors ! 2 W ,
each resulting in a linear reward function r(t) = �(t) · !, where �(t) is the feature vector of a
trajectory t. Thus, our goal translates into (1) selecting queries and interaction types that minimize
uncertainty over W , and (2) updating W over feedback from multiple interaction types.

We present INQUIRE (Alg. 1), an algorithm comprised of three key steps for each query: (1) select-
ing the optimal interaction type i and corresponding query q

⇤
i that maximizes the information gain

over the weight distribution W (approximated as the sample set ⌦), (2) recording the teacher’s re-
sponse to that query (i.e., feedback) in a feedback set F, and (3) updating the weight distribution W
such that it maximizes the likelihood of all feedback in F. To generalize across multiple interaction
types, we must contend with the differing formulations of query and feedback corresponding to each
type. We follow the framing presented in [8], where each interaction type consists of a query space
Q(s) (the set of possible queries from state s) and a choice space C(q) (the set of possible teacher
feedback, i.e., the choices available to the teacher in response to a query q 2 Q(s)). We assume the
robot must query from whatever initial state s it is placed in, and cannot optimize the state s itself.

For a demonstration, let T (s) represent the set of all possible trajectories originating from the initial
state s. The robot (implicitly) enables the teacher to demonstrate any trajectory in this set, and thus
its query space is Q(s) = {T (s)} (i.e., a single query consisting of the entire trajectory space). The
teacher’s choice space is C = T (s) (any trajectory within that space). For a preference, the robot
queries the teacher with two trajectories q = {t0, t1 | t0, t1 2 T (s)} who then chooses either t0
or t1. The query space is Q(s) = T (s) x T (s) and the teacher’s choice space is C(q) = {t0, t1}.
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Table 1: Each interaction involves separate query spaces, choice spaces, and choice implications.
Query
Space
Qi(s)

Query
q 2 Qi(s)

Choice
Space
Ci(q)

Choice Implication
c 2 Ci(q) =) (c+, c�)

Demo. {T} T T c
+ : t 2 T c

� : T \ t
Pref. T x T {t0, t1}, t0, t1 2 T {t0, t1} c

+ : t 2 q c
� : q \ c+

Corr. T t 2 T T c
+ : t0 2 T c

� : q

Binary T t 2 T {0, 1} c = 0 =) c
+ : T \ q c

� : q
c = 1 =) c

+ : q c
� : T \ q

Algorithm 1 INQUIRE - Overview
Input: Set of query states S
Parameters: K (# of queries), I (interaction
types)
Output: Weight vector !⇤

1: F {}
2: ⌦ M random initial weight vectors
3: for K iterations do
4: s next query state in S
5: q⇤i  generate query(s, I,⌦) (Alg. 2)

6: F F [ {query teacher(q⇤i )}
7: ⌦ update weights(F)
8: !⇤  mean(⌦)
9: return !⇤

Algorithm 2 INQUIRE - Generate Query
Input: s (state), I (interaction types), ⌦ (weight samples)
Output: Query q⇤

1: T uniformly sample trajectories(s)
2: Compute E : {Et,t0,!, 8t, t0 2 T,! 2 ⌦} (Eq. 4)
3: for each interaction type i 2 I do
4: Q Qi(s) (See Table 1)
5: C {Ci(q), 8q 2 Q} (See Table 1)
6: Compute info gain matrix G(i) from E (Eq. 9)
7: q  argmaxq0

P
c2Cq0 ,!2⌦ G(i)

q0,c,!

8: g  1
log(�i)

P
c2Cq ,!2⌦ G(i)

q,c,!

9: if information gain g > g⇤ then
10: g⇤  g
11: q⇤  q {Store query with highest info. gain}
12: return q⇤

For a correction, the robot executes one trajectory q 2 T (s) which the teacher then modifies to
a preferable behavior. The agent’s query space is Q(s) = T (s) and the teacher’s choice space is
C(q) = T (s). For binary reward, the robot executes a single trajectory q 2 T (s), and the teacher
indicates a positive or negative reward. The agent’s query space is Q(s) = T (s) and the teacher’s
choice space is C(q) = {0, 1}.

The implication of the teacher’s choice c 2 C(q) is a set of accepted trajectories c
+ and set of

rejected trajectories c
�, which we define in Table 1 and use later to calculate information gain.

Since the set of all possible trajectories originating from s (represented by T (s)) is potentially
infinite, we approximate it as the set T containing N trajectory samples originating from the state s

and consisting of randomly selected actions.

3.1 Query Optimization

When optimizing the agent’s query, our goal is to greedily select one that maximizes the agent’s
expected information gain over W after receiving any feedback from the choice set (summarized in
Alg. 2). Selecting a query involves optimizing over information gain (IG) as follows:

q
⇤
i = argmax

q2Qi(s)
Ec|Ci(q) [IG(W | c)] (1)

= argmax
q2Qi(s)

X

c2Ci(q)

X

w2⌦


P (c|w) · log

M · P (c|w)P
w02⌦ P (c|w0)

�
(2)

where ⌦ contains M samples of the distribution W . The expansion from Eq. 1 to 2 follows the
derivation presented in [3]; see Appendix A.1 for intermediate steps. We adopt the commonly-used
Boltzmann-rational equation to define P (c|!):

P (c|!) =
P

t2c+ e
�·�(t)·!

P
t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

(3)
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where �(t) returns the feature trace of the trajectory t; that is, the sum over the feature vectors of all
states visited in trajectory t.1 Note that Eq. 3 reduces to Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning
[21] for each t 2 c

+. � is a parameter representing the expected optimality of the teacher’s feedback
with respect to !. We assign a value of � = 20 across all interaction types (selected through
empirical evaluation).

To minimize the computational complexity of solving for Eq. 2, we reformulate it as a series of
operations over a |Q| x |C| x |⌦| probability tensor P, where Pq,c,! represents the probability
(according to weight sample ! 2 ⌦) that the teacher will select choice c in response to query q. To
construct P, let E be a N x N x M (i.e., |T | x |T | x |⌦|) tensor representing exponentiated rewards:

Et,t0,! = e
�·�(t0)·! =)

⇥
E+ET

⇤
t,t0,!

= e
�·�(t0)·! + e

�·�(t)·! (4)

All tensor transposes are performed over the first two axes. With E in hand, we next define the
probability tensors of each interaction type as follows:

P(demo)
q,c,! =

"
E0 ↵

X

t2T

ET
t

#

c,!

(since |Q| = 1 for demonstrations) (5)

P(pref)
q,c,! =

h�
E↵ (E+ET)

�T
,E↵ (E+ET)

i

c,q0,q1,!
(c 2 {0, 1} for prefs.) (6)

P(corr)
q,c,! =

⇥
E↵ (E+ET)

⇤
q,c,!

(7)

P(bnry)
q,c,! =

"
1�

 
E0 ↵ ↵

X

t2T

ET
t

!
,E0 ↵ ↵

X

t2T

ET
t

#

c,q,!

(c 2 {0, 1} for binary rewards) (8)

where ↵ represents an element-wise division of two matrices (i.e., (A↵B)ij = Aij/Bij) and ↵ is a
normalization factor such that

P
c P

(bnry)
q,c,! = 1. For derivations, see Appendix A.3. The main effect

of this formulation is that it enables tractable optimization over multiple interaction types by
sharing a common representation E. To solve for the optimal query q

⇤
i using interaction type i, we

use P(i) to construct a |Q| x |C| x |⌦| information gain tensor G(i):

G(i)
q,c,! = P(i)

q,c,! · log

 
M ·P(i)

q,c,!
P

!02⌦ P(i)
q,c,!0

!
q
⇤
i = argmax

q

X

c,!

G(i)
q,c,! (9)

We then solve for the optimal interaction type itself. To perform a cost-weighted optimization, with
the aim of optimizing over both interaction cost and informativeness, �i may be set according to
domain-specific cost factors (e.g., the time or mental load involved in answering a query) for each
interaction type.2 To perform an unweighted optimization and maximize solely over the informa-
tiveness of each query, let �i be a constant value over all interaction types i 2 I.

i
⇤ = argmax

i2I

1

log(�i)

X

c,!

G(i)
q⇤i ,c,!

(10)

We summarize this process in Alg. 2.

3.2 Update Weights from Feedback

After presenting the optimal query to the teacher, the agent receives feedback and appends it to a
feedback set F—a cumulative set that contains all feedback received by the agent thus far. Our goal
is to then update the weight estimate such that it maximizes the likelihood of all feedback in F:

!
⇤ = argmax

!

Y

c2F

P (c|!) = argmax
!

Y

c2F

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(11)

1See Appendix B.1 for each domain’s definition of �.
2In our evaluations, we assign a cost of 20 to each demonstration, 15 to each correction, 10 to each prefer-

ence, and 5 to each binary query.
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(a) Selected interaction types without cost-weighting

(b) Selected interaction types with cost-weighting

Figure 1: Heatmaps illustrating how INQUIRE selects different interaction types as it learns more
over time. These selections differ when deriving unweighted (top) or cost-weighted (bottom) in-
formation gain estimations. In the cost-weighted setting (bottom), INQUIRE selects more low-cost
binary queries than it does in the unweighted setting (top).

We calculate the gradient over ! by differentiating over its log-likelihood given F:

@`(!)

@!j
=
X

c2F

"P
t2c+ � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P

t2c+ e�·�(t)·!
�
P

t2c+[c� � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P
t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

#
(12)

=
X

c2F

"
� · �j(c

+
0 )�

P
t2c+[c� � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

#
(iff |c+| = 1) (13)

See Appendix A.4 for the full derivation. After receiving feedback from each query and updating
F, we approximate ⌦ by randomly initializing and then performing gradient ascent on each weight
sample ! 2 ⌦.

4 Results

We simulate four types of learning problems in robotics using an oracle teacher to obtain controlled
evaluations. The oracle teacher, similar to INQUIRE, requires its own set of trajectory samples T 0. It
then selects a response to a query via one of three mechanisms: returning the highest-reward trajec-
tory from its choice space (demonstrations/preferences), rejection sampling of trajectories followed
by selection of the trajectory with the highest reward-to-distance ratio from the queried trajectory
(corrections), and returning whether a query meets or exceeds a reward threshold (binary reward).
Implementation details can be found in Appendix B.2.

The Parameter Estimation domain involves directly estimating a randomly-initialized, ground
truth weight vector !⇤ containing 8 parameters. The Linear Dynamical System domain, inspired
by [3], simulates a controls problem and involves learning 8 parameters. The Lunar Lander do-
main [22] simulates a controls problem involving 4 parameters. The Pizza Arrangement domain
simulates a preference-learning problem involving 4 parameters. Each domain (except for Param-
eter Estimation) has a static-state and changing-state condition indicating whether the robot must
formulate all queries from the same query state or not, respectively. For the full evaluation procedure
and oracle implementation details for each domain see Appendix B.

4.1 INQUIRE Query Selection

We first analyze how INQUIRE selects queries. Figure 1 reflects the changes in interaction types
selected by INQUIRE over time. Figure 1a first reports these interaction selections in an unweighted
query optimization setting, where all interaction types are assumed to be equally costly. In the
parameter optimization domain, INQUIRE requests corrections in the first 14-18 queries and then
requests preferences as the remaining queries. Demonstrations were not enabled in this domain. In
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(a) Linear Dynamical System

(b) Lunar Lander Task

(c) Pizza Arrangement Task

Figure 2: Metrics for the changing state condition in which the robot’s initial state changes with
each query. Error bars/regions represent variance across multiple evaluation runs with randomized
query states and initial weights. Cost metrics are cut off after 20 queries for the binary-only method
in (c) due to extensive computation times.

all other domains, INQUIRE requests a demonstration as its first query, then immediately switches
to requesting preferences for the remaining queries (occasionally alternating between preferences
and demonstrations in the Lunar Lander domain).

After assigning different cost values to each interaction type, INQUIRE chooses more diverse inter-
action types in order to maximize its information-to-cost ratio. As shown in Figure 1b, this typically
results in INQUIRE posing more binary queries due to their relatively low cost. This pivot toward
binary queries may occur at the start (as seen in the linear dynamical system), middle (as seen in the
parameter estimation domain), or interspersed throughout the learning process (as seen in the lunar
lander domain).

4.2 Learning Performance

We now analyze the effect of INQUIRE’s interaction type selections on its learning performance
and compare to two types of baselines. The first, DemPref [9], learns from 3 demonstrations and
then learns from preference queries by using a volume removal objective function. As our second
baseline, we compare INQUIRE against agents that use only one form of interaction: demonstra-
tions, preferences, corrections, or binary reward. Note that the preference-only agent is formulated
according to [3] and thus represents this baseline method.

We first consider the changing-state formulation of each domain, where the robot is presented with a
new state for each query. Since the Parameter Estimation domain does not contain states, we exclude
it from this first set of results. Figure 2 illustrates this learning performance in the Linear Dynamical
System and Lunar Lander domains according to three key metrics. Distance measures the angular
distance between the ground truth feature weights (!⇤) and the algorithm’s estimated feature weight
!̃ after each query. Performance measures the task reward achieved using a trajectory optimized
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(a) Parameter Estimation Task

(b) Linear Dynamical System

(c) Lunar Lander Task

(d) Pizza Arrangement Task

Figure 3: Metrics for the static state condition in which the robot is presented with the same state for
all 20 queries. Error bars/regions represent variance across multiple evaluation runs with randomized
query states and initial weights. Cost metrics are cut off after 20 queries for the binary-only method
in (a) and (d) due to extensive computation times.

according to !̃ (the algorithm’s estimated feature weight after each query). Performance is scaled
between 0-1, with 0 and 1 representing the worst and best possible task rewards according to !

⇤,
respectively. Note that INQUIRE’s distance and performance metrics are achieved in the unweighted
condition. Cost-vs-Distance measures the relationship between the cumulative cost of each query
and the resulting distance between !̃ and !

⇤ after each query. INQUIRE’s metrics in this graph are
achieved in the cost-weighted condition.

Figure 3 presents the same three metrics for the static-state condition in which all 20 queries must be
selected from the same initial state. Finally, we quantify these graphs by reporting the area-under-
the-curve (AUC) metrics for the distance, performance, and cost curves across all tasks. These
metrics are available in Appendix C. The AUC metrics indicate that, compared to the baseline meth-
ods, INQUIRE results in the best average learning performance (measured both by the distance
and performance plots in Figures 2-3) across all domains and dominates learning performance in
the static-state domains. INQUIRE also results in the best average distance-to-cost ratio across all
domains.
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5 Discussion

The results show the importance of dynamically selecting interaction types according to the robot’s
current state. For example, demonstrations can be highly informative when provided in novel states,
but when the robot may only query a teacher from a single state, multiple demonstrations are likely to
be very similar (if not identical). As a result, receiving multiple demonstrations in a static query state
is uninformative. We see the benefits of dynamically selecting interaction types in Figure 3, where
INQUIRE outperforms all single-interaction methods by optimizing both query type and content to
maximize the informativeness of the query feedback.

INQUIRE selects the interaction type that, after receiving feedback, minimizes the entropy over its
distribution of weight estimates W . This distribution thus serves as a representation of the robot’s
current model of the task reward. Figure 1a illustrates how INQUIRE changes the query type as it
learns over time (represented by # of queries). This is particularly evident in the Parameter Estima-
tion task, where the algorithm originally requests corrections until it has refined its model of the task
reward to a point where preferences become more informative (after 14-18 queries). Overall, dynam-
ically adapting to the robot’s model of the task reward results in better performance than adopting a
fixed strategy for selecting interaction types (i.e., DemPref, which always requests demonstrations
before selecting preferences).

An added benefit of INQUIRE is that it can incorporate a cost metric to identify cost-aware, infor-
mative queries. The AUC metrics for the cost graphs indicates that INQUIRE selects queries that,
on average, minimize the cost-to-distance ratio across all domains. We expect that this cost metric
is domain-specific, and can represent a number of human factors that the algorithm should take into
account (e.g., the effort involved for a human to respond to each query type [8]). The cost metric
used in our study thus serves as an example of how INQUIRE can factor in interaction costs.

6 Limitations

Our evaluation is performed using feedback from an optimal oracle. Real human feedback, however,
is likely to be at least somewhat sub-optimal, and its severity likely depends on the interaction type.
For example, a non-optimal demonstration may be one that is sufficient but not ideal for completing
the task. In contrast, binary rewards offer only two feedback choices to the user, and thus a non-
optimal binary reward may indicate the opposite information from what the user intended to convey.
These examples illustrate how non-optimal feedback may need to be handled differently depending
on the interaction type, and thus, should affect INQUIRE’s estimation of information gain. Future
work should investigate setting separate values of � (see Eq. 3) for each interaction type, with the
goal of reflecting interaction-specific expectations for sub-optimal feedback.

Furthermore, INQUIRE does not yet have the ability to select the state in which it queries the teacher.
Prior work in Active Learning has shown that state selection can improve the informativeness of
resulting demonstrations [23], and we expect that optimizing over the query state in addition to
query type and content would improve the performance of INQUIRE.

7 Conclusion

We introduced INQUIRE, an algorithm enabling a robot to dynamically optimize its queries and
interaction types according to its task knowledge and its state within the environment. We showed
that using information gain to select not just optimal queries, but optimal interaction types, results
in consistently high performance across multiple tasks and state configurations. Future work will
include formal user studies to investigate our method’s efficacy with people of varied skillsets and
comfort with robots; incorporation of novel interaction types and other communication modalities;
and alternative representations of the reward function and feature spaces. Moreover, we are excited
at the possible extensions others might present by using our open-source framework3 for evaluating
and comparing active-learning agents across multiple environments and simulated teachers.

3
https://github.com/HARPLab/inquire
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A Approach Details

A.1 Information Gain Derivation

Information gain can be computed by calculating the change in entropy in a distribution X after
receiving the datapoint y:

IG(X, y) (14)
= H(X)�H(X|y) (15)
= �Ex|X logP (x) + Ex|X,ylogP (x|y) (16)

=
X

x2X

P (x|y) · logP (x|y)�
X

x2X

P (x) · logP (x) (17)

We adapt this generic formulation to use our definitions of interaction types, query space, and choice
space, and aim to solve for the optimal query:

max
q2Q

Ec|Ci(q) [IG(W, c)] (18)

We now solve for the expected information gain according to Eqs. 14- 17 and following the deriva-
tion presented in [3]:

Ec|Ci(q) [IG(W, c)] (19)
= H(W)� Ec|Ci(q) [H(W|c)] (20)
= �EW [logP (W)] + EW,c|Ci(q) [logP (W|c)] (21)
= EW,c|Ci(q) [logP (W|c)� logP (W)] (see proof in Sec. A.1.1) (22)

= EW,c|Ci(q)


log

P (W|c)
P (W)

�
(23)

= EW,c|Ci(q)


log

P (c|W)

P (c)

�
(by Bayes’ rule) (24)

=
X

c2Ci(q)

"
P (c)

X

w2W


P (w|c) · log

P (c|w)
P (c)

�#
(25)

=
X

c2Ci(q)

"
P (c)

X

w2W


P (w)P (c|w)

P (c)
· log

P (c|w)
P (c)

�#
(26)

=
X

c2Ci(q)

X

w2W


P (w) · P (c|w) · log

P (c|w)
P (c)

�
(27)

=
X

c2Ci(q)

X

w2W


P (w) · P (c|w) · log

P (c|w)P
w02W P (w0) · P (c|w0)

�
(28)

⇡ 1

M

X

c2Ci(q)

X

w2⌦


P (c|w) · log

M · P (c|w)P
w02⌦ P (c|w0)

�
(29)

Where ⌦ contains M samples of the distribution W .
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A.1.1 Proof of Eq. 22

� EW [logP (W)] + EW,c|Ci(q) [logP (W|c)] (30)
= EW,c|Ci(q) [logP (W|c)]� EW [logP (W)] (31)

=

2

4
X

w2W
P (w)

X

c2Ci(q)

P (c|w) · logP (w|c)

3

5�
"
X

w2W
P (w) · logP (w)

#
(32)

=
X

w2W
P (w) ·

2

4

0

@
X

c2Ci(q)

P (c|w) · logP (w|c)

1

A� logP (w)

3

5 (33)

=
X

w2W
P (w) ·

2

4
X

c2Ci(q)

P (c|w) · logP (w|c)�
X

c2Ci(q)

P (c|w) · logP (w)

3

5 (34)

=
X

w2W
P (w) ·

X

c2Ci(q)

P (c|w) · [logP (w|c)� logP (w)] (35)

= EW,c|Ci(q) [logP (W|c)� logP (W)] (36)

A.2 KL Divergence Formulation

We now show that we can alternatively derive Eq. 29 from the standard KL divergence equation:

KL(P ||Q) =
X

x2X


P (x) · log

P (x)

Q(x)

�
(37)

Where P and Q represent the data distribution before and after receiving feedback, respectively. We
convert this formulation to our terminology as follows:

max
q2Q

Ec|Ci(q) [KL(P (W|c)||P (W))] (38)

We now solve for the optimal query:

Ec|Ci(q) [KL(P (W|c)||P (W))] (39)

= Ec|Ci(q)

"
X

w2W


P (w|c) · log

P (w|c)
P (w)

�#
(40)

= Ec|Ci(q)

"
X

w2W


P (w|c) · log

P (c|w)
P (c)

�#
(41)

=
X

c2Ci(q)

"
P (c)

X

w2W


P (w|c) · log

P (c|w)
P (c)

�#
(42)

Which is equivalent to Eq. 25, and thus results in Eq. 29.
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A.3 Probability Tensor Derivations

See Table 1 for all definitions of q, c, c+, c� for each interaction type. In the demonstration case,
we define P as follows:

P(demo)
q,c,! =

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(43)

=
e
�·�(c+0 )·!

P
t2T e�·�(t)·!

(since |c+| = 1 and c+ [ c� = T for demonstrations) (44)

=
ET

0,c+0 ,!P
t2T ET

0,t,!
(45)

=

"
ET

0 ↵
X

t2T

Et

#

c,!

(since there is a 1-1 correlation between c and c+ in demos) (46)

where ↵ represents an element-wise division of two matrices (i.e., (A↵B)ij = Aij/Bij).

In the preference case:

P(pref)
q,c,! =

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(47)

=
e
�·�(c+0 )·!

e�·�(q0)·! + e�·�(q1)·!
(since |c+| = 1 and c� = q \ c+ in preferences) (48)

Since c0 =) c+ = {q0} and c1 =) c+ = {q1}: (49)

=


e
�·�(q0)·!

e�·�(q0)·! + e�·�(q1)·!
,

e
�·�(q1)·!

e�·�(q0)·! + e�·�(q1)·!

�

c

(where c 2 {0, 1}) (50)

=

"
ET

q0,q1,!

[E+ET]q0,q1,!
,

Eq0,q1,!

[E+ET]q0,q1,!

#

c

(51)

=
h�
E↵ (E+ET)

�T
,E↵ (E+ET)

i

c,q0,q1,!
(52)

In the corrections case:

P(corr)
q,c,! =

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(53)

=
e
�·�(c+0 )·!

e�·�(c
+
0 )·! + e�·�(c

�
0 )·!

(since |c+| = 1 and |c�| = 1) (54)

=
ET

q,c,!

[E+ET]q,c,!
(due to 1-1 correlation between q and c� and between c and c+ in corrections)

(55)

=
⇥
ET ↵ (E+ET)

⇤
q,c,!

(56)
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In the binary reward case, we compare the likelihood of the teacher demonstrating q to the average
likelihood of demonstrating any other trajectory in T :

P(bnry)
q,c,! =

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(57)

Since c0 =) c
+ = T \ q, c

� = q (58)
and c1 =) c

+ = q, c
� = T \ q: (59)

=
1

↵

"
1

|T \ q| ·
P

t2T\q e
�·�(t)·!

P
t2T e�·�(t)·!

,
e
�·�(q)·!

P
t2T e�·�(t)·!

#

c

(since c 2 {0, 1} in binary rewards)

(60)

=

"
1�P(demo)

0,q,!

↵ (|T |� 1)
,
P(demo)

0,q,!

↵

#

c

(where ↵ is a normalization factor s.t.
X

c

P(bnry)
q,c,! = 1) (61)

=

"
1�

P(demo)
0,q,!

↵
,
P(demo)

0,q,!

↵

#

c

(since
X

c

P(bnry)
q,c,! = 1) (62)

=

"
1�

 
ET

0 ↵ ↵

X

t2T

Et

!
,ET

0 ↵ ↵

X

t2T

Et

#

c,q,!

(63)

where ↵ =
1�P(demo)

0,q,!

|T |�1 +P(demo)
0,q,!

A.4 Gradient Derivation

Our goal is to update the weight estimate such that it maximizes the likelihood of all feedback in F:

!
⇤ = argmax

!

Y

c2F

P (c|!) (64)

= argmax
!

Y

c2F

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(65)

We calculate the gradient over ! by differentiating over its log-likelihood given F:

`(!) = log
Y

c2F

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!
(66)

=
X

c2F

"
log

P
t2c+ e

�·�(t)·!
P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

#
(67)

=
X

c2F

"
log

 
X

t2c+

e
�·�(t)·!

!
� log

 
X

t2c+[c�

e
�·�(t)·!

!#
(68)

@`(!)

@!j
=
X

c2F

"P
t2c+ � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P

t2c+ e�·�(t)·!
�
P

t2c+[c� � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P
t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

#
(69)

Note that when c
+ contains a single trajectory (i.e., in all interaction types except for binary reward),

this gradient simplifies to:

@`(!)

@!j
=
X

c2F

"
� · �j(c

+
0 )�

P
t2c+[c� � · �j(t) · e�·�(t)·!P

t2c+[c� e�·�(t)·!

#
(70)
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A.5 Training Parameters

We enforce 8! 2 W, ||!|| = 1. We set a high convergence threshold (10�3) when updating each
weight sample in order to maintain sparsity within ⌦ (which becomes less sparse as F grows with
more queries), and then fully converge (convergence threshold of 10�6) for reporting the distance
between !

⇤ and the weight estimate !̃ after each query. During gradient descent, we use a step size
of 5x10�4 for all tasks except for the Pizza domain, where we use a step size of 10�4.

B Evaluation Details

B.1 Domain Implementations

Domain #1: Parameter Estimation This task involves directly estimating a randomly-initialized,
ground truth weight vector !⇤ containing 8 parameters. This formulation represents a generic learn-
ing problem relevant to many robotics tasks, such as learning the relative importance between task
outcomes according to a user’s preference. There is no “state” in this domain, and each “trajectory”
consists of a single sample of the weight vector. As a result, we do not enable demonstration queries
in this domain since the resulting feedback would be akin to directly providing !

⇤ to the algorithm.
The feature representation � of a sample returns the sample itself. Since ||!|| = ||!⇤|| = 1, the re-
ward of any sampled weight vector directly reflects the cosine similarity between it and the ground
truth vector (r(!) = ! · !⇤ = cos(✓)).

Figure 4: In the Parameter Estimation domain, the robot is tasked with estimating a high-
dimensional ground truth weight vector w

⇤ with its own set of learned weights w. To visualize
this concept, a simpler case is illustrated above in three dimensions. All weight vectors (ground
truth and learned weights) are unit vectors, and therefore lie on a unit sphere. Over time, the robot
updates w by interacting with a teacher to gain a better estimate of w⇤.

Domain #2: Linear Dynamical System We consider a simple Linear Dynamical System repre-
senting a robot that optimizes its controls according to a learned task objective. We represent the
dynamics of the robot’s state s as ds/dt = As(t) + Bu(t) by using dynamics matrix A, input
matrix B, and random controls u. An optimal control vector is one that results in a trajectory of
states maximizing 1

|T |
P

s2T �(s) · !⇤. We define the feature representation �(s) of a state s as
the concatenation of the element-wise, absolute difference between the robot’s pose at time t and
the goal pose, and the controls u(t). We experiment with an 8-dimensional feature-space (4 pose
elements and 4 corresponding controls).

In a demonstration query, the oracle provides a trajectory (produced by simulating a series of con-
trols) from the initial state that maximizes the total reward. In a preference query, the algorithm
proposes two trajectories and the oracle selects the option which yields higher reward. In a correc-
tions query, the algorithm proposes a trajectory and the oracle returns a trajectory that maximizes
the reward-to-similarity ratio. In a binary reward query, the algorithm proposes a trajectory and the
oracle indicates whether that trajectory results in reward that exceeds the agent’s internal threshold.
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Figure 5: An example of a preference query in the Linear Dynamical System domain. At time = t,
the learned reward function yields the red “trajectory.” After posing a preference query (which con-
sists of options A and B), the corresponding belief update yields the approximated reward function
at time = t+ 1.

Domain #3: Lunar Lander We define a !
⇤ that results in the agent efficiently moving from its

start state to an upright pose on the landing pad. We use the same feature representation as in [9],
consisting of four features: the lander’s angle, velocity, distance from the landing pad, and final
position with respect to the landing pad. We implement each query type in the same manner as in
the Linear Dynamical System.

Figure 6: The Lunar Lander domain involves having the robot pilot a lunar lander to safely descend
and arrive at a landing pad. The depicted preference query illustrates two different trajectories that
may be taken by the lander to reach the destination.

Domain #4: Pizza Arrangement We approximate a preference-learning task in which the robot
learns to place toppings on only the left side of a pizza and with uniform spacing between them.
We define each “trajectory” as the next action the robot should take from the current pizza state;
thus, the trajectory is defined as the (x, y)-coordinate of the next topping to be placed. The feature
representation consists of four features: the x and y position of the topping, its distance to its nearest-
neighboring topping, and the difference between that distance and 4cm.

Figure 7: The task in the Pizza Arrangement domain is to learn how to place toppings according to a
human’s reward over topping positions. In the depicted preference query, a human’s choice indicates
their preference for the “next” topping’s position (choices represented in blue).
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B.2 Oracle Implementation

When responding to a query, the oracle requires its own set of trajectory samples. Similar to IN-
QUIRE, we derive this set by uniformly sampling N trajectories; however, the two sample sets are
kept separate, and so we distinguish the oracle’s trajectory set as T 0 (resampled for each query state).

Demonstration/Preferences The oracle returns the highest-reward trajectory (according to !
⇤)

from a uniformly-sampled trajectory set T 0 (for demonstrations) or from the pair of queried tra-
jectories C(q) (for preferences):

Oracledemo(q) = argmax
t2T 0

(�(t) · !⇤) Oraclepref(q) = argmax
t2C(q)

(�(t) · !⇤) (71)

Corrections The oracle produces T 0 by performing rejection sampling; it uniformly samples trajec-
tories and accepts only those with a reward greater than or equal to the queried trajectory q until T 0

contains N trajectories:
8t 2 T

0
,�(t) · !⇤ � �(q) · !⇤ (72)

After producing this trajectory set, the oracle selects the trajectory with the highest ratio of reward-
to-distance from the queried trajectory:

Oraclecorr(q) = argmax
t2T 0

�r(q, t)

�d(q, t)
(73)

�r(q, t) = min
t02T 0

�(t) · !⇤ � �(q) · !⇤

�(t0) · !⇤ � �(q) · !⇤ �d(q, t) = min
t02T 0

e
�(t,q)

e�(t
0,q)

(74)

The distance metric � between two trajectories is domain-specific. In the Parameter Estimation
domain, we define this as the angular distance between the two parameter vectors. In the Linear
Dynamical System and Lunar Lander domains, we define � as the normalized distance between
the two trajectories’ aligned x and y poses over time. We use the DTW-Python package [24] to
align trajectories via Dynamic Time Warping and return their normalized distances. In the Pizza
Arrangement domain, we define � as the Euclidean distance between two toppings.

Binary Reward The oracle produces T 0 by uniformly sampling N trajectories and produces a cu-
mulative distribution R over ground-truth rewards for T 0. It then selects a positive or negative reward
indicating whether the agent’s query q meets or exceeds a threshold percentile ↵:

R = {!⇤ · �(t), 8t 2 T
0} Oraclebnry(q) =

⇢
+ R(!⇤ · �(q)) � ↵

� otherwise
(75)

We set ↵ = 0.75 in our experiments.

B.3 Evaluation Procedure

Algorithm 3 Evaluation Procedure
Input: generate query and update weights methods according to algorithm being tested

1: Generate ground truth reward function !
⇤

2: Generate 10 test states
3: Compute optimal trajectory tmax for each test case using !

⇤

4: Compute least-optimal trajectory tmin for each test case using !
⇤

5: for each of 10 runs do
6: Generate 20 query states (if testing in the static condition, repeat the same state 20 times)
7: for each of 20 queries do
8: s next query state
9: q

⇤  generate query(s, I,⌦)
10: F F+ query oracle(q⇤)
11: ⌦ update weights(F)
12: !̃  mean(⌦)
13: Record distance: arcccos(!̃·!⇤)

⇡
14: for each of 10 test states do
15: Compute optimal trajectory t from the test state according to !̃

16: Record performance: �(t)·!⇤��(tmin)·!⇤

�(tmax)·!⇤��(tmin)·!⇤
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C AUC Figures

Figure 8: AUC values for the distance plots in Figs 2-3. Darker cells indicate lower (better) values.

Figure 9: Visualizing Fig. 8, with statistical significance noted. (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:
p < 0.001)

Figure 10: AUC values for the performance plots in Figs 2-3. Darker cells indicate higher (better)
values.
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Figure 11: Visualizing Fig. 10, with statistical significance noted. (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:
p < 0.001)

Figure 12: AUC values for the cost plots in Figs 2-3. Darker cells indicate lower (better) values.

Figure 13: Visualizing Fig 12, with statistical significance noted. (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:
p < 0.001)
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